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Consolidated notes on the 15t draft 

GENERAL 

PEG: Some of the emotional and sexual scenes are too down market. Make them all 
more sophisticated. 

JE: Don't telegraph flashbacks 

AZ: At the time, many people in the U.S. military advocated a "First Strike" against the 
USSR. 

Techbites 
JE: Can you get us to picture the rocket? Understand the nonhuman forces that 

want to make it fail, feel its vulnerability? Can you make the rocket a character? 
Jann: They are too fragmented to really understand them. 

CHARACTERS 

Luke 
JE: Gripping in his day-one fight against amnesia, he sags before becoming 

interesting again as he weighs up t he has learned about himself. Good scene in his 
Huntsville home, realising his marriage must be a gake. 

He's inconsistent: is he a brainy, absent-minded boffin, a thoughtful, gracious 
man, or Steve McQueen in The Great Escape? If he's all of them, perhaps Billie should 
tell him so when he's searching for himself. 

Elspeth 
AZ: Toward the end of the novel, we find out how much she loves Luke and how 

devastated she is by losing him. But earlier in the story, while he's in distress and being 
chased madly around Washington, we don't sense any of her love and concern for him. 
How much more interesting she would be if she tried to call off Anthony, threaten him, 
threaten Nik, in short, to be at least at moments a normal hysterical wife. To her, Luke 
could be a prince, a paragon, she should worship the ground he walks on and she must 
hate herself almost all the time for deceiving him. She might even have fantasies about 
adopting a child or children. 

Another way to give her depth might be to make her jealous of Luke's fanatical 
devotion to his work. She could want him to teach at a university or do pure research 
and spend more time with her, and that could be part of her hatred of this rocket launch. 
But at the same time she could feel terribly guilty about working against something 
which means so much to him. To sum up, we have to find ways to like her or at least 
feel for her. Right now she's a bitch. 

She has been working for the Russians even longer than Anthony has but, with 
her too, we have no sense of her accomplishments in this area, what she has done 
along these lines that she feels proud of. 

Leftists ofthis period were particularly incensed by the cruel and unjusttreatment 
of Negroes, and all this could have been much aroused in her with the move to 
Huntsville. (Huntsville schools were desegregated in the sixties.) 
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JE: Deepen her motivation by making more of her gut feelings in favour of the underdog 
and the oppressed (to form a head/heart contrast with Anthony). 

Anthony 
KF: Anthony is a tall, masculine, outgoing character, strong-minded and self

confident, with a beautiful tenor voice. He is scornful of people who dither and say "On 
the one hand, on the other". Think of Chaim Tannenbaum. 

Anthony made up his mind long ago that there were going to be casualties in the 
ideological war of the twentieth century, and there was no point in being squeamish. 

AZ: For us to become emotionally involved in the scenes written from his PoV, 
we need to feel for him as much as we did for Feliks or Faber. 

, One big thing which allied us with those earlier heroes was that from the outset 
they were in danger. What if Anthony from the beginning is the subject of an internal 
investigation? What if one of his colleagues who doesn't even know about his Soviet 
involvement is trying to stab him in the back professionally? What if Nik is fed up with 
him for some reason and is threatening to have him exposed? 

Another way to build him up is to increase his devotion to Luke. Maybe initially 
the plan was to kidnap Luke and confine him until the launch, but Anthony couldn't bear 
treating his old pal so cruelly, hence the amnesia. And when Luke slips away and 
becomes a threat, he could still struggle against killing him. Instead of a gun with bullets, 
he could limit himself to a stun gun. Maybe only at Huntsville does he become 
desperate enough to carry a real gun. 

Another way to beef up his human side would be through his relationship with 
Billie. I think he should be carrying a torch for her which he would like to put out but just 
cannot. He's reconciled to the fact that he'll never have her, but he just can't keep away 
from her, and that explains his close relationship with Larry. He's fond of the boy and 
indeed does like doing things with him, but mainly all that is an excuse to maintain 
regular contact with Billie. 

Anthony wants communism to triumph and to bring equality and justice to 
everyone, but we haven't found a way to render his idealism dramatically. I believe that 
in the 1950s the Washington public schools were still segregated. Could this be a 
burning issue for him? His communism could be rooted in a tyrannized childhood, but 
it would also benefit from his highly sophisticated and analytical evaluation of social and 
economic systems. He may hate his father, but I don't think the scenes you have with 
his father are working, and I'd love to see some other actions which allow us to 
participate in his devotion to the communist ideal. There ought to be some 
contemporary news items (one in particular) which you could perhaps use. 

He has been in the CIA for some years and has risen to an important position, 
but we have no idea what he has accomplished, what special things he's managed to 
do, to achieve this eminence. Nor do we know anything about what he has done for the 
Soviets. Some of this could come in scenes with Nik or Elspeth. 

JE: Anthony needs thinking through carefully. Why does he choose to be a 
Commie to piss off his father, then never piss off his father with it? Why does he go to 
considerable lengths to get Billie away from Luke, then make no attempt to get her for 
himself? 

He's head of C lA's Dirty Tricks and a successful17 -year double agent, yet he and 
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his henchmen are amateurish (on Day One in particular). His thinking about the Soviets 
is callow at one moment, solid at another. He's good thinking in realpolitik terms about 
Cuba (but don;'t forget, in 1958, Egypt, Indochina, Algeria ...) Anthony can be a 
convincing pro-Sov because he believes the balance of power is about to tip up thanks 
to a worldwide surge of anti-imperialism-an intelligent, informed analysis. 

Nik 
JE: He's good in the early scenes, pressuring Anthony. I understand you may not 

want to roll him on regularly like the Devil in a morality play, but he disappears for too 
long. I suggest he comes in on first postponement. (There's too much uncertainty about 
whether Anthony's cover is blown, and will he fight on etc.) Nik could intervene higher 
up in the CIA, or in army security, to gain Antony temporary respite, then put even more 
pressure on him. 

Bern 
JE: Convincing. Pity you leave him in Washington. I expected him to come into 

the final conflict, and I think other readers will too. 
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CHAPTERS 

1-S.30am Luke wakes p5-16 
2-Sam Elspeth wakes p 17-27 
3-1941 Luke & Elspeth on a date p28-37 
4-S.30am Anthony at Q Building p38-43 

AZ: Washington in the fifties: fear of more communist invasions, the Russian 
bomb. Also it is a gorgeous city visually, and Luke might notice this. 

S-7am Billie gets a phone call from Bern p65-70 

JE:Her backstory from 1945 to 1958 is unclear. Luke rejects her. Doesn't Anthony try 
anything? 

In 1958, the backstory doesn't impact on today. How does she feel about those 
(wasted?) years? What new things does she learn? She and Luke don't even realize 
that Anthony manipulated the abortion by lying about getting a message to Luke, and 
yet it's the heart of the matter. 

7-1941 Luke & Billie fall in love p71-78 
8-7.1Sam Luke confronts his shadow p79-87 

JE note-Anthony's team must be topnotch. 

9-7.30am Anthony tells Nik the story of Luke's discovery and amnesia p88-103 

This now comes much later. 

KF: Explain that Anthony and Elspeth want to remain in place as spies after the rocket 
has blown up. Therefore it would not be sufficient just to capture Luke and hold him 
prisoner for three days. 

AZ: This scene has little excitement because much of it is an exchange of information, 
some of which we already know. We need a solid issue between them. What if Nik 
demands that Luke be killed immediately? Anthony could either stand up to him and 
refuse, or agree then not do it. 

AZ: Better if Anthony has been scared of Nik, but resolves today he no longer will be. 
But it's hard to keep to his resolve. If you redo it all from his PoV, we'll feel more richly 
the extreme tension he feels about: 1. The explosion; 2. Luke; 3. Being spotted with a 
Russian; 4. Dealing with Nik. 

p88 SB: "The most important day of Anthony's career" repeats p18, "the most 
important day of her life". 

p91 SB: Lines 14 & 17-"Earlier in the day" and "early this morning"-Make it 
clear that von Braun could not have made the copies. 

p92 SB: Line 12ff. Hide is also described on p173, line 7. Amalgamate the two 
descriptions? 

p95 SB: I'm not sure how Luke could tell how many papers each piece of mail 
contained. 

p99 SB: Would it cross Luke's mind to tail Packman to see where his possession 
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of the documents will lead him? 
P100 SB: Von Braun is in Washington. Why doesn't Luke phone him? 

10-1941 Pearl Harbour p104-116 
11-7.45am "We've lost him." p117-119 
12-Sam Luke and the cop p121-126 
13-S.15am Anthony harassed by Carl Hobart p127-132 
14-S.30am Billie & Harold p 133-136 
15-1943 Billie Luke love affair p137-157 
16-9am Luke steals a suitcase p158-166 

17-10am Elspeth learns the time of arming p167-177 
Political significance of Explorer 
Theo Packman 
Bird-dogging 

P24 SB: Theo is a Iynchpin of the whole operation, but he remains a shadowy, rather 
inept figure who is offstage for most of the book. Elspeth and Anthony are putting 
enormous trust in him to pull off the final coup-but he seems to me to be the weak link. 

AZ: Better if she likes Hide and some of these other individuals. Her contempt works 
against her as a character. I wonder if Hide should be the boob you make him. I think 
the book would work better if he were hardworking, efficient and a first class security 
person. If you do this he becomes more formidable, and Elspeth must rise to the 
occasion to cope with him. 

1S-11 am Billie learns of the mystery patient p 178-184 
19-11.30am Luke changes clothes p185-193 
20-12 noon Billie confronts Anthony p194-199 
21-1943 Billie's abortion p200-207 
22-12.30pm Luke at the library p208-214 
23-1 pm Anthony hears about the weird break-in in Georgetown p215-220 
24-2pm Luke at Georgetown U p221-223 
25-2.30pm Anthony & Nik p224-226 
26-2.45pm Luke learns his name p227-230 

27-3.15pm Luke calls Marigold p232-238 

KF: When Luke learns that his father is dead, he should call his mother or one of his 
siblings. 

2S-3.45pm Billie learns from Bern that Luke has lost his memory p239-245 
29-4.15pm Elspeth gets a call from Luke p246-254 
30-4.45pm Anthony goes to the Carlton p255-263 

31-5.30pm Luke at the Carlton p264-272 

AZ: If Anthony's goal is to immobilize Luke until the launch, why wouldn't he have 
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confined him somewhere? Locked him up in the basement of a safe house? KF: Explain 
that Anthony and Elspeth want to remain in place as spies after the rocket has blown 
up. Therefore it would not be sufficient just to capture Luke and hold him prisoner for 
three days. 

Explain that Anthony's tunnel was in fact a disinformation ploy_ 

32-6pm Anthony calls Hide p273-278 
33-7pm Luke at Bern's apartment p279-286 
34-7.30pm Anthony convinces Billie that Luke is a spy p287-291 
35-8pm Luke believes he is a spy p292-297 
36-8.30pm Anthony at Bern's apartment p298-30 1 
37-9pm Bern intercepts Luke outside Q Building p302-306 
38-1944 Luke & Bern in France p307-313 
39-9.30pm Luke goes to fetch Billie p314-317 
40-10.15pm Luke at the Pentagon p318-323 
41-10.33pm Elspeth calls Anthony with the news p325-335 
42-11.30pm Anthony finds his father at his apartment p336-345 
43-1 am Luke & Billie at the Carlton p346-358 
44-2am Anthony rushes to the Carlton p359-363 
45-3am Luke asks Billie: Why aren't we married? p364-366 
46-1945 Luke & Billie quarrel p367-377 
47-4.30am Luke sees himself through Billie's eyes p378-381 
48-5am Luke calls Elspeth p382-384 
49-5.15am Elspeth calls Anthony p385-387 
50-1954 Luke proposes to Elspeth p388-396 
51-5.45am Anthony kidnaps Larry p397-399 

52-6am Elspeth reflects p400-406 

AZ: Some of this is excellent, but in the end it's all author narration of background 
exposition which does not advance the action. And the info about her tubes being tied 
will work better as a surprise when Anthony later finds the doctor's letter. So I think we 
can cut this. 

Anthony, not Nik, persuades Elspeth to have her tubes tied. Their conversation about 
this explains the commitment of each of them. 

p. 402 BF "That's the expression" 
"It's called a tuba/ligation," she said dazed/yo 
"/ didn't know this term." 
I think that this is too blunt. Elspeth would have to be given the political need not 

to have children fi rst. She could then say something about careful contraception and Nik 
would have to say: "No, that is not certain enough". Then she would realise what he 
meant. 

p.403 BF Nik could threaten to expose her father if she did not comply. 
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53-6.30am Billie finds Larry gone p407-412 

54-7am Billie rescues Larry p413-419 

55-7.30am Anthony does damage control p420-425 

56-8am Billie catches a plane p426-430 

57-10.45am Luke calls Marigold p432-436 

58-11 am Anthony talks to Marigold p437-444 

59-12 noon Billie at Huntsville airport p445-447 

60-1 pm Anthony lying in wait at Luke's house p448-451 


61-3pm Billie is lost p452-456 

AZ: We need to feel how upset she is that (i) she appears to be lost and (ii) Luke could 
be in mortal danger. 

62-3.45pm Elspeth gets a call from Billie p457-460 

63-4pm Anthony gets a call from Elspeth p461-463 

AZ: Anthony needs to be doubly tense because of the pressure of time. Launch time is 

closer and closer, and he is in ever-greater danger from the CIA-FBI. 


64-4.30pm Luke finds the doctor's letter to Elspeth p464-469 


65-7.30pm Billie finds Marigold p470-475 


AZ: Should Billie have a fantasy about the house she and Luke will live in? 


KF: A reminder that Billie is carrying a gun. She will need it next time she appears. 


p474 JE: "They made him lose his memory ... " Luke told her he'd lost his memory. 


, 	 66-9.30pm Billie saves Luke's life p476-484 

67-10.30pm Elspeth warns Theo p485 

AZ: Good, but maybe a little more huffing and puffing 

p490 JE: (foot of page) Elspeth must surely be concerned not to be seen by Col. Hide. 

68-11 pm Anthony kills Pete 492-496 

AZ: There's no high drama. Anthony faces no real opposition, and we have no stake in 
Pete. Suggest you cut this. 

69-1.30am Love on the train p497-502 

p498 JE: "But I know you. You've never been one to live for the moment, etc." Does this 
fit with the happy-go-lucky Luke of Harvard and wartime days? (I like this one better.) 
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65-7. Opm Billie finds Marigold p470-475 


AZ.: hould Billie have a fantasy about the house she and Luke will live in? 


KF: reminder that Billie is carrying a gun. She will need it next time she appears. 


JE: "They made him lose his memory ... " Luke told her he'd lost his memory. 

66- 30pm Billie saves Luke's life p476-484 

67- O.30pm Elspeth warns Theo p485 

, ood, but maybe a little more huffing and puffing 

JE: (foot of page) Elspeth must surely be concerned not to be seen by Col. Hide. 

68- 1 pm Anthony kills Pete 492-496 

AZ.: here's no high drama. Anthony faces no real opposition, and we have no stake in 
Pet . Suggest you cut this. 

69- .30am Love on the train p497-502 

p49 JE: "But I know you. You've never been one to live for the moment, etc." Does this 
fit th the happy-go-lucky Luke of Harvard and wartime days? (I like this one better.) 

70-2am Anthony calls Nik p503-506 

AZ.: Nik has disappeared from the story, and his sudden return doesn't work. Either he 
needs to be woven through, or after his last meeting with Anthony he got recalled to 
Moscow. What if Elspeth simply gets told on the phone how to rig a transmitter? Or on 

, a telegram? 

71-3pm Elspeth finds Luke in her office p508-513 

AZ.: This is wonderfully affective, but her powerful feeling for him and for her marriage 
needs to be portrayed earlier. 

I doubt she can ever agree to Anthony's killing Luke. 


P508 KF: No spy was arrested. Theo got away. 


p.513 BF Would Elspeth not also mention that Billie and Luke were staying at the 
Starlight? 

72-5pm Luke persuades Hide to change the code p514-517 

JE: The connict with Hide seems artificial. Since Luke's talk at gunpoint with Anthony 
at Huntsville, he knows perfectly well that Anthony is a traitor. Hide can't avoid facing 
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up to this obvious security threat. I'd imagine he'd have some Army security bigshots 
leaning on him by now, too-so much is at stake. 

p515 JE: uWe're pretty sure he's one of the conspirators .... " Does Luke have a reason 
for note telling about Anthony's attempt to kill him in Huntsville? Surely he's told Army 
security all this long ago? In other words, this whole conversation seems pointless. 

73-6pm Elspeth learns the safe combination p518-525 

KF: Technical rewrite 

p. 518 BF I feel that some reference to Elspeth's feelings about Luke and the divorce 
is needed here. She seems untouched by it. Would she not be heavy-hearted and sad? 

74-7pm Nik arrives p526-529 

AZ: Preferable for Anthony to get this information without Nik being there., Better too 
if he and Elspeth are handling it alone. 

7S-Spm Elspeth gets the key p530-533 

AZ: I'm not sure this scene can be made to work. What's needed to drive it is our 
sympathy with her life-and-death desperation, which may not be possible. 

Also, making Hide into a boob is not the way to go. 
And she comes on to him so quickly, I can't imagine he wouldn't be suspicous. 
Suggest we find some other way for her to get the code. 

76-S.30pm Billie tells Luke she has seen Nik p534-537 

AZ: Anthony heading out there alone is enough. 

p. 534 BF Then they dozed contentedly... I feel that some reference to her work is 
needed here. Her feelings about its effect on Luke. She would know how and if he 
would get his memory back. Wouldn't he ask her? 

p. 535 BF Their motel room comfortable with flowers and candles. Candles - too 
1990's! 

77-9.30pm Elspeth opens the safe p538-542 
7S-10pm Luke learns that Elspeth is the spy p543-548 

p. 548 BF Luke said: "I have to find Elspeth and Anthony-and stop them."Would they 
not have taken anyone else from security? Seems a bit odd for them to try to stop 
them by themselves. 

79-10.30pm Elspeth reaches the beach p549-550 

SO-10.4Spm Finale p551-558 
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JE: Scene low on drama. No final confrontation and resolution of the considerable 
personal issues between the four characters. Disappointing. 

p552 JE: Thank God Luke didn't get cars wiped from his memory .... 

p. 556 SF Then the Russian lowered his gun. ... I am not sure that I understand 
exactly why? Why doen't he kill them? 

Luke and Billie watched in astonishment as she drove straight into the water... 
Luke needs a final scene with Elspeth. This does not feel very believable. 

81-1968 Epilogue p560 

p. 560 SF Had Luke got all his memory back? 

, 


